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After today you will…

• have gained an overview of the research area

• learned principles of data representation and 

interaction 

• learned about existing applications, tools, and 

techniques 

• develop an understanding of and ability to critique 

information visualizations
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It is estimated that 800 exabyte (800x 10^19)

of digital information will be generated this year

[source: The Diverse and Exploding Digital Universe, IDC, 2008]

[credit: Did You Know; Fisch, McLeod, Brenman]
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“The ability to take data -- to be able to understand it, to process 

it, to extract value from it, to visualize it, to communicate it -

that's going to be a hugely important skill in the next decades.”

Hal Varian, chief economist at Google
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Question 

how can we effectively access data?

- understand its structure?

- make comparisons?

- make decisions?

- gain new knowledge?

- convince others?

-…



Today…

Information Visualization



Example
I II III IV

x y x y x y x y

10.0 8.04 10.0 9.14 10.0 7.46 8.0 6.58

8.0 6.95 8.0 8.14 8.0 6.77 8.0 5.76

13.0 7.58 13.0 8.74 13.0 12.74 8.0 7.71

9.0 8.81 9.0 8.77 9.0 7.11 8.0 8.84

11.0 8.33 11.0 9.26 11.0 7.81 8.0 8.47

14.0 9.96 14.0 8.10 14.0 8.84 8.0 7.04

6.0 7.24 6.0 6.13 6.0 6.08 8.0 5.25

4.0 4.26 4.0 3.10 4.0 5.39 19.0 12.50

12.0 10.84 12.0 9.13 12.0 8.15 8.0 5.56

7.0 4.82 7.0 7.26 7.0 6.42 8.0 7.91

5.0 5.68 5.0 4.74 5.0 5.73 8.0 6.89

Raw Data from Anscombe’s Quartet

[Source: Anscombe's quartet, Wikipedia]



Statistical Analysis

I II III IV

x y x y x y x y

10.0 8.04 10.0 9.14 10.0 7.46 8.0 6.58

8.0 6.95 8.0 8.14 8.0 6.77 8.0 5.76

13.0 7.58 13.0 8.74 13.0 12.74 8.0 7.71

9.0 8.81 9.0 8.77 9.0 7.11 8.0 8.84

11.0 8.33 11.0 9.26 11.0 7.81 8.0 8.47

14.0 9.96 14.0 8.10 14.0 8.84 8.0 7.04

6.0 7.24 6.0 6.13 6.0 6.08 8.0 5.25

4.0 4.26 4.0 3.10 4.0 5.39 19.0 12.50

12.0 10.84 12.0 9.13 12.0 8.15 8.0 5.56

7.0 4.82 7.0 7.26 7.0 6.42 8.0 7.91

5.0 5.68 5.0 4.74 5.0 5.73 8.0 6.89

Mean of x 9.0

Variance of x 11.0

Mean of y 7.5

Variance of y 4.12

Correlation between x and y 0.816

Linear regression line y = 3 + 0.5x

For all four columns, the statistics are identical

[Source: Anscombe's quartet, Wikipedia]



Visual Representation of the Data

Visual representation reveals a different story
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[Source: Anscombe's quartet, Wikipedia]

I II III IV

x y x y x y x y

10.0 8.04 10.0 9.14 10.0 7.46 8.0 6.58

8.0 6.95 8.0 8.14 8.0 6.77 8.0 5.76

13.0 7.58 13.0 8.74 13.0 12.74 8.0 7.71

9.0 8.81 9.0 8.77 9.0 7.11 8.0 8.84

11.0 8.33 11.0 9.26 11.0 7.81 8.0 8.47

14.0 9.96 14.0 8.10 14.0 8.84 8.0 7.04

6.0 7.24 6.0 6.13 6.0 6.08 8.0 5.25

4.0 4.26 4.0 3.10 4.0 5.39 19.0 12.50

12.0 10.84 12.0 9.13 12.0 8.15 8.0 5.56

7.0 4.82 7.0 7.26 7.0 6.42 8.0 7.91

5.0 5.68 5.0 4.74 5.0 5.73 8.0 6.89



Why visual data representations?

• Vision is our most dominant sense

• We are very good at recognizing visual patterns

• We need to see and understand in order to explain, 

reason, and make decisions

graphs / hierarchies

common examples: 

charts maps

all examples from: http://vis.stanford.edu/protovis/  



Other benefits of visualization

• expand human working memory

– offload cognitive resources to the visual system,

• reduce search

– by representing a large amount of data in a small space,

• enhance the recognition of patterns

– by making them visually explicit

• aid monitoring of a large number of potential events

• provides a manipulable medium & allows 

exploration of a space of parameter values.



Via Brinton, Graphic Presentation, 1939



Information visualization

• Create visual representation

• Concentrates on abstract data

• Includes interaction

Official Definition:

The use of computer-supported, interactive, 

visual representations of abstract data 

to amplify cognition.

[Card et al., 1999]



Functions of Visualizations

• Recording information 
– Tables, blueprints, satellite images

• Processing information
– needs feedback and interaction

• Presenting information
– share, collaborate, revise

– for oneself, for one’s peers and to teach

• Seeing the unseen



Information Visualization Research Field

• ~25 years old

• came out of scientific visualization, computer 

graphics, HCI

• major conferences
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IEEE VisWeek (3 main conferences: Vis, InfoVis, VAST)

EG EuroVis (both SciVis and InfoVis)

ACM CHI (general HCI)



Information vs. Scientific Visualization

InfoVis
• focus on abstract data

• position of data in space can 

be chosen freely

• typical techniques:

– (we will see later)

SciVis
• focus on scientific data

• position of data in space is 

typically fixed

• typical techniques

– flow visualization

– volume visualization (CT, MRT)

different spatial graph layouts of abstract data spatial representation of 
gravity waves & a PET scan

there exists a gray region between both fields (e.g. maps)



Visual Analytics

• Related to both information visualization and 

scientific visualization

• Focus on whole data analysis process

More information: Illuminating the Path



HISTORICAL EXAMPLES

Visualization of abstract data has been practiced for hundreds of years…



The Broadway Street Pump

• In 1854 cholera broke out in London
– 127 people near Broad Street died within 3 

days
– 616 people died within 30 days

• People thought it spread by “miasma in 
the atmosphere”

• Dr. John Snow was the first to link 
contaminated water to the outbreak of 
cholera

• How did he do it?
– he talked to local residents
– identified a water pump as a likely source
– used maps to illustrate his theory
– convinved authorities to disable the pump

More info here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1854_Broad_Street_cholera_outbreak



John Snow, 185421



Napoleon’s March on Moscow
Named the best statistical graphic ever drawn (by Edward Tufte)

– Includes: spatial layout linked with stats on: army size, temperature, time

– Tells a story in one overview

More info: The Visual Display of Quantitative Information (Tufte)

Charles Minard, 1869





… AND VERY RECENTLY



Mobile Phones…

http://www.zeit.de/datenschutz/malte-spitz-data-retention





TrashTrack

Winner of the NSF International Science & Engineering Visualization Challenge!

http://senseable.mit.edu/trashtrack/



Artificial Intelligence

http://www.turbulence.org/spotlight/thinking/chess.html



HRI

Translator II: Robot visualizing CO2 emissions

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q3b9LlAYqAw



Open Data

• Movement making government data freely available

• Encourage participation by everyone

OECD Better Life Index: http://www.oecdbetterlifeindex.org/

Environment

Income

Jobs

Housing
Work-Life Balance

Safety

Life Satisfaction

Health

Governance

Education

Community



Many Eyes
• Upload data, create visualizations, discuss

• Distributed asynchronous collaboration

http://www-958.ibm.com/software/data/cognos/manyeyes/



Specific Visualization Environments

Molecular visualisation in the Reality Cube

University of Groningen, NL

Tabletops for Visualization

University of Calgary

Wall, INRIA



Software Visualization

EZEL: a Visual Tool for Performance Assessment of Peer-to-Peer File-Sharing 

Networks (Voinea et al., InfoVis, 2004)



Text Visualization

Parallel Tag Clouds to Explore Faceted Text Corpora (Collins et al., VAST 2009)



Graphs

Here Wikipedia

http://sepans.com/sp/psots/wiki_category/



Family Trees

http://www.aviz.fr/geneaquilts/



http://data-arts.appspot.com/globe

Geographic Visualization



Weather

http://weatherspark.com/



Data Dashboards

http://globalspirometry.com



Resources for more examples

• Visualization conferences

• Blogs
– http://infosthetics.com/

– http://fellinlovewithdata.com/

– http://eagereyes.org/

– http://flowingdata.com/

– http://www.informationisbeautiful.net/

• Books
– Textbooks

• Readings in Information Visualization: Using Vision to Think (a bit old now but good intro)

• Information Visualization (Robert Spence – a light intro, I recommend as a start)

• Information Visualization Perception for Design (Colin Ware, focused on perception and cognition)

• Interactive Data Visualization: Foundations, Techniques, and Applications (Ward et al. – most recent)

– Examples
• Beautiful Data (McCandless)

• Now You See it (Few)

• Tufte Books: Visual Display of Quantitative Information (and others)

• … (many more, ask me for details)



CREATE VISUALIZATIONS

It is difficult to create





Via Brinton, Graphic Presentation, 1939



What is a representation?

• A representation is
• a formal system or mapping by which the information can be 

specified  (D. Marr)

• a sign system in that it stands for something other than its self.

• for example: the number thirty-four

34 100010 XXXIV
decimal binary

roman



Presentation

• different representations reveal different aspects of 

the information
decimal:counting & information about powers of 10,

binary: counting & information about powers of 2,

roman: counting & adding and subtracting

• presentation 
how the representation is placed or organized on the screen 

34, 34,34,34,34, 34



Principles of Graphical Excellence

• Well-designed presentation of interesting data – a 

matter of substance, statistics, design

• Complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision, 

efficiency

• Gives the viewer the greatest number of ideas in the 

shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space

• Involves almost always multiple variables

• Tell the truth about the data

46The Visual Display of Quantitative Information, Tufte



Or a bit more simply…

• Solving a problem simply means representing it so 

as to make the solution transparent … (Simon, 1981)

• Good representations:

– allow people to find relevant information

• information may be present but hard to find

– allow people to compute desired conclusions

• computations may be difficult or “for free” depending on 

representations



How do we arrive at a visualization?

Raw
Data

Selection Representation Presentation

Interaction

From [Spence, 2000]

The Visualization Pipeline



Visualization Reference Model

Data
Analytics 

Abstraction
Spatial 
Layout

Presentation View

Data

Transformation
Spatial Mapping

Transformation

Presentation

Transformation

View

Transformation

Also a visualization pipeline a bit expanded

From [Card et al., Readings in Information Visualization]



Visualization pipeline in an image

[Tobiasz et al., 2009]



Knowledge Crystallization Cycle

[Card et al., 1999]Working with visualizations in NOT a linear process





Visualization Pitfalls

• Data Design

– Select the right data dimensions

– Pitfall: Display irrelevant data relationships

• Visual Design

– Consider perceptual capabilities

– Pitfall: Difficult to interpret, lead users to misinterpretation

• Interface Design

– Mode of interaction with visual and data appropriate

– Pitfall: Poor interaction negates benefits from data and visual design

• Understanding Target Users

– Visualization design accounts for stakeholder needs and characteristics

– Pitfall: Mistaken assumptions of cultural norms or user abilities leads to misinterpretation



Pitfalls

• Selecting the wrong data

• Selecting the wrong data structure

• Filtering out important data

• Failed understanding of the types of things that 

need to be shown

• Choosing the wrong representation

• Choosing the wrong presentation format

• Inappropriate interactions provided to explore the 

data



Exercise

• Think about the cognitive tasks that people would 

perform with the aid of this data. 

• What would a person want to know about this data 

set?

• Create a visualization of this data that would assist 

those tasks





Critique



• End first 1.5h



Recap

• So far you
– learned what information visualization is

– learned about the advantages of visualization

– saw a number of examples (historical and new)

– tried to create your own first visualization from a dataset

• Next
– you will get to know your data

– you will learn about the basic components of visualization

– try another example



Data

• Data is the foundation of any visualization

• The visualization designer needs to understand

– the data properties

– know what meta-data is available

– know what people want from the data



Nominal, Ordinal and Quantitative

• Nominal (labels)
– Fruits: apples, oranges

• Ordered
– Quality of meat: grade A, AA, AAA

– Can be counted and ordered, but not measured

• Quantitative: Interval
– no clear zero (or arbitrary)

– e.g. dates, longitude, latitude

– usually compare differences (intervals)

• Quantitative: Ratio
– meaningful origin (zero)

– physical measurements (temperature, mass, length)

– counts and amounts

S.S. Stevens, On the theory of scales of measurements, 1946



Nominal, Ordinal and Quantitative

• Nominal (labels)
– Operations: =, ≠

• Ordered
– Operations: =, ≠, <, >

• Quantitative: Interval
– Operations: =, ≠, <, >, -, + 

– Can measure distances or spans

• Quantitative: Ratio
– Operationrs: =, ≠, <, >, - , +, •, ÷

– Can measure ratios or proportions

S.S. Stevens, On the theory of scales of measurements, 1946

≠

>

[1989 – 1999]     +    [ 2002 – 2012]

10kg / 5kg



Data-Type Taxonomy

• 1D (linear) 

• Temporal

• 2D (maps)

• 3D

• nD (relational)

• Trees (hierarchies)

• Networks (graphs)

Shneiderman: The Eyes Have It

Past Future

vis examples later



Why is this important?

• Nominal, ordinal, and quantitative data are best 
expressed in different ways visually

• Data types often have inherent tasks
– temporal data (comparison of events)

– trees (understand parent-child relationships)

– …

• But:
– any data type (1D, 2D,…) can be expressed in a multitude 

of ways!



Visualization’s Main Building Blocks
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Lines

Marks which represent:

Points

Areas

Lines

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin) The following slides on the topic adapted from Sheelagh Carpendale



Points
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• “A point represents a location on 

the plane that has 

no theoretical length or area. 

This signification is independent 

of the size and character of the 

mark which renders it visible.”

• a location

• marks that indicate points can 

vary in all visual variables

Points

Areas

Lines

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)



Lines
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• “A line signifies a phenomenon 

on the plane which has 

measurable length but no area. 

This signification is independent 

of the width and characteristics 

of the mark which renders it 

visible.”

• a boundary, a route, a 

connection

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)

Points

Areas

Lines



Areas
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• “An area signifies something on 
the plane that has measurable 
size.
This signification applies to the 
entire area covered by the 
visible mark.”

• an area can change in position 
but not in size, shape or 
orientation without making the 
area itself have a different 
meaning

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)

Points

Areas

Lines



Visual Variables Applicable to Marks

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)



Additional Variables for Computers

• motion  
– direction, acceleration, speed, frequency, 

onset, ‘personality’

• saturation  
– colour as Bertin uses largely refers to hue,

saturation != value

Extending those from Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)



Additional Variables for Computers

• flicker  
– frequency, rhythm, appearance 

• depth? ‘quasi’ 3D
– depth, occlusion, aerial perspective, binocular disparity

• Illumination

• transparency

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)



Characteristics of Visual Variables
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• Selective:
Is a change in this variable enough to allow us to select it from a 
group?

• Associative:
Is a change in this variable enough to allow us to perceive them as 
a group?

• Quantitative:
Is there a numerical reading obtainable from changes in this 
variable?

• Order:
Are changes in this variable perceived as ordered?

• Length:
Across how many changes in this variable are distinctions 
possible?

From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)



Visual Variable: Position

• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• length

10

0

0
100

73
From Semiology of Graphics (Bertin)



Visual Variable: Size

• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• Length

– theoretically infinite but practically limited

– association and selection ~ 5 and distinction ~ 20

> >> > > >

=4 XXXX ?

74



Size
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points lines areas



Visual Variable: Shape

• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• length
– infinite

>> >> > > >
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Shape
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points lines areas



Visual Variable: Value
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• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• length
• theoretically infinite but practically limited

• association and selection ~ < 7 and distinction ~ 10

< < < < < <



Value
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points lines areas



Value
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• Ordered, cannot be reordered

annual deaths per 1000 inhabitants, Paris

Values not ordered correctly according to scale

Information has to be read point by point
Values ordered correctly

Image much more useful



Visual Variable: Colour
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• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• length

• theoretically infinite but practically limited

• association and selection ~ < 7 and distinction ~ 10

> > > > > > >>



Colour
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points lines areas



Colour Scales
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• Common to use a rainbow scale... caution!
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General Bathymetric Chart of the Ocean

Every color mark signals: 

longitude, latitude, sear/land, depth/altitude

Where is the land?

Where is the sea the deepest?
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General Bathymetric Chart of the Ocean

Now describe what kind of color scale was 

possibly used here



only represented by value

shows north-south band

values increase from 

yellow to left & right

creates east-west band

colors ordered by value

north-south band reappears

rainbow scale only works 

when colors not next to each 

other in the scale are not 

brought together on the plane

scale with no value changes

cannot represent orders

only good for selective and 

associative depiction



Controls Legibility

87colorusage.arc.nasa.gov



Colour Resources
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• Maureen Stone’s Resources

– http://www.stonesc.com

– A Field Guide to Digital Color (A. K. Peters)

• Cindy Brewer’s ColorBrewer

– http://colorbrewer.org

• ColourLovers Community Palette Sharing

– http://www.colourlovers.com



Visual Variable: Orientation
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• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• length

• ~5 in 2D; ? in 3D

< < < < < < <?



Orientation

90

points lines areas



Visual Variable: Texture
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• selective

• associative

• quantitative

• order

• length

• theoretically infinite

> > > >



Texture
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points lines areas



Visual Variable: Motion
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• selective

– motion is one of our most powerful attention grabbers

• associative

– moving in unison groups objects effectively

• quantitative

– subjective perception

• order

• length

– distinguishable types of motion?

?



Motion
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Carpendale, 2003

Visual Variables
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Short Break

• Summary:

– Now you know the main building blocks are marks

– Marks are modified by visual variables

– Visual variables have specific characteristics

– These characteristics influence how the data will be 

perceived

• Next you will

– See that the vision system is quicker and better at 

detecting certain visual variables

– Learn that these influences how visualizations will be read



Preattentive Processing

• Some things can be extracted without need for 

focused attention

• Generally within 200-250 ms

• Seems to be done in parrel by low-level vision 

system

• Preattentive processing is influenced by visual 

encoding



How many 3’s do you see?

From: Ware, Information Visualization using Vision to Think



How about now?

From: Ware, Information Visualization using Vision to Think



DETERMINE IF A RED CIRCLE

IS PRESENT

Visual cariables influence preattentive processing



Hue

Yes, can be done preattentively

From: Healey, Perception in Visualization



Shape

Yes, can be done preattentively

From: Healey, Perception in Visualization



Hue and Shape

Cannot be done preattentively due to conjunction of 

shape and hue

� need to search

From: Healey, Perception in Visualization



DETERMINE IF THERE IS A BOUNDARY 

IN THE DISPLAY

Visual cariables influence preattentive processing



Fill and Shape

From: Healey, Perception in Visualization

• Left can be done preattentively (groups are 

distinguished by one unique feature)

• Right cannot since groups are distinguished by two 

features



Preattentive visual features (some)

From: Healey, Perception in Visualization

orientation length, width closure size curvature

density,

contrast

number,

estimation

hue

intensity depth cues

flicker

direction

of motion

velocity

of motion 3D orientation

artistic

propeties



Elementary Graphical Perception Tasks

• Performed controlled experiments to find out how 

effectively people could judge changes in visual 

features

• Focus on quantitative information

• Variables used: angle, area, color hue, color 

saturation, density (value), length, position, slope, 

volume

William S. Cleveland 1980s



Elementary Graphical Perception Tasks
William S. Cleveland 1980s



Value

• What percentage in

value is the right from the left 

(=100%) ?

66%



Value

• What percentage in

value is the right from the left 

(=100%)?

60%



Area

• What percentage in

size is the right from the left 

(=100%)?

25%



Area

• What percentage in

size is the right from the left 

(=100%)?

36%



Area

• What percentage in

size is the red from the blue 

(=100%)?

no idea – this is very difficult



Length

• What percentage in

length is the right from the left 

(=100%)?

75%



Length / Position

• What percentage in

length is the right from the left 

(=100%)?

25%



Effectiveness of Data Encodings

Mackinlay 1986



Let’s evaluate…
Car / Nation USA Japan Germany France Sweden

Accord x

AMC Pacer x

Audi 5000 x

BMW 320i x

Champ x

Chev Nova x

Saab 9000 x

What kind of data are we looking at?

Nations: Nominal

Cars: Nominal

(Nation,Car): Nominal



Let’s evaluate…

Problem:

Length of bar suggests an order or quantity

(e.g. Swedish cars are better)



Let’s evaluate…

Better!



Let’s evaluate…

Market Capitalization

= What would it cost to buy all of a company’s 

stock at the current price

Compares 15 major banks on two dates:

- January 20th, 2009

- Q2 2007 before banking crisis hit



Problems here?

• We are not good at comparing areas



Problems here?

• We are not good at comparing areas

• What should we read here?

Radius

Area difference ~25%

85 / 165 = ~50%

=> we should compare the radius 

/ diameter !!

(but then why draw a circle?)



Problem here?

• Pie slices are difficult to compare in area

• There is likely a bug or error in the data

• Perspective distortion adds to the problem

• Colors are difficult to distinguish



Similarly…3D bar charts are not recommended

This is much easier to see and compare!



Problem here?



Length Comparison

0

10

20

30

40

1983 1993 2003

Times Newsweek

16

18

20

22

24

26

28

30

32

34

1983 1993 2003

Times Newsweek

At first glance:

2003: Newsweek is 50% of Times

If we add a proper 0:

2003: Newsweek is ~80% of 

Times



Moreover…

10 years 1 year



Redesign (by Stephen Few)



Many more examples and critiques can be found:

• In Stephen Few’s books

• on his website http://www.perceptualedge.com

(where the previous examples are from)

• In Edward Tufte’s books

• http://junkcharts.typepad.com/junk_charts/



Exercise

• ~20mins

• Re-design this graph

• Keep in mind what people would want to learn from 

this graph

• Provide brief reason for encoding





Stephen Few’s Redesign



Short Break

• Summary

– You saw that the vision system is quicker and better at 

detecting certain visual variables

– Learned about the effectiveness of variables for encoding 

certain types of data

– Learned to critique  basic data encodings

• Next

– Well known visualization techniques



INFORMATION VISUALIZATION 

TECHNIQUES



1D DATA



We have already talked about…

• How to encode 1D values with

– length

– position

– value

– size

– texture

– color

– …



Let’s look a bit more in depth at…

• Color Scales

• So far you know:

– Rainbow scales can be very harmful

– Value changes in color are important



Color for Quantitative,Nominal,Ordered Data

Here:

Visualization of pages in the

Doctoral thesis of Germany’s

former Defense Minister

non-cited text from

several sources

page with non-cited text 

from one source

Visualization helped to

show how much of the

thesis was plagiarized

http://labs.vis4.net/guttenplag/



More general rules about color

• Always have high luminance contrast between 

foreground and background

From Ware, Information Visualization



More general rules about color

From Ware, Information Visualization

• Always have high luminance contrast between 

foreground and background

• Use only few distinct colors

• > 12 colors will likely not work

• ~ 5 colors recommended



ColorBrewer

• Highly recommended resource

• Designed originally for maps but will also work well 

for other types of visualizations

http://colorbrewer2.org/





More general rules about color

From Ware, Information Visualization

• Always have high luminance contrast between 

foreground and background

• Use only few distinct colors

• Red, green, yellow, blue are hard-wired into the 

brain. Use them first.



More general rules about color

From Ware, Information Visualization

• Always have high luminance contrast between 

foreground and background

• Use only few distinct colors

• Red, green, yellow, blue are hard-wired into the 

brain. Use them first.

• For large areas use muted colors



From Ware, Information Visualization



From Ware, Information Visualization



More general rules about color

From Ware, Information Visualization

• Always have high luminance contrast between 

foreground and background

• Use only few distinct colors

• Red, green, yellow, blue are hard-wired into the 

brain. Use them first.

• For large areas use muted colors

• When an ordering is required, recommended:

red-green, yellow-blue, low saturation-high 

saturation, dark-light



Ordered Color Scales

low - high saturation

red-green yellow-blue

dark-light



ONE WARNING ABOUT RED-GREEN

If you use red-green 7% of the viewers may not see anything

The following slides on the topic are adapted from Tobias Isenberg’s



Color Deficiency

• ca. 7% of male population color-deficient

• mostly red-green color deficiency (Deuteranopy or 

Protanopy); other forms as well (e.g., Tritanope, very 

rare)

• avoid red-green color contrasts for visualization 

purposes!

• simulate: GIMP, http://www.vischeck.com/

• side note: there are (very, very few) people with 

more than three cone types



Color Deficiency Test



Color Deficiency Test



Color Deficiency



Examples from VIS/InfoVis 2004



Better: Red-Blue Contrast



More general rules about color

From Ware, Information Visualization

• Always have high luminance contrast between 

foreground and background

• Use only few distinct colors

• Red, green, yellow, blue are hard-wired into the 

brain. Use them first.

• For large areas use muted colors

• When an ordering is required, recommended:

red-green, yellow-blue, low saturation-high 

saturation, dark-light

• … there exist many many more specialized rules 

(when you get more advanced…)



LINEAR DATA

Visualization techniques for text and a few others for



Tag Clouds

http://www.wordle.net/

Visualizes word count

Color & position have no meaning

Size encodes count



Other Vis from the Guttenberg Plagiarism Wiki

• Very simple color+order visualization

Note: I do not think the colors are well

chosen

pages with plagiarism

pages with plagiarism from >1 source

pages without plagiarism

pages not counted in % plagiarized

e.g. TOC & Appendix

http://de.guttenplag.wikia.com/wiki/GuttenPlag_Wiki/English



More examples

• Useful for comparison

E.g. to compare the behavior of groups 

over time

<- according to two main behavior types 

(one in blue and one in yellow)

Isenberg et al., TVCG 2011, to appear



GenomeViz

Ghai et al. 2004

• Comparison of 

several 1D viz in 

one view

• Genomic data 

makes sense in a 

circle



ArcDiagrams

http://turbulence.org/Works/song



ArcDiagrams

• Very old idea applied to current data



ArcDiagrams
• Can be easily extended

http://mbostock.github.com/protovis/ex/arc.html

character co-occurrence 

in the chapters of Victor 

Hugo's classic novel, Les 

Misérables

Note that this is actually a graph data structure.

(More on graphs later)



DocumentArcDiagrams

Similarity within a text 

document



ThreadArcs

Kerr 2004



TextArc

http://www.textarc.org/



TextArc

http://www.textarc.org/



TextArc

http://www.textarc.org/



Also many diagrams can show 1D data

• Bar Charts

• Line Charts

• Pie Charts

• Dot Charts

• …
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A few more words on charts

Good reference: How to Lie with Statistics, by Darrell Huff 





Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline

A 10% increase. Good!

Already looks more impressive

Wow!



Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline & label your axes



Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline & label your axes

• Avoid eye-candy

True data

same data with eye-candy & no numbers

but tells the same general story

impressive but a lie!



Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline & label your axes

• Avoid eye-candy

• Don’t make people compare areas when not 

necessary



http://images.zeit.de/wissen/2011-04/s41-infografik-schiffsverkehr.pdf

Do the boxes 

represent the little 

white numbers??



A few more recent chart sins
All from www.zeit.de/grafik

The numbers are the only

useful part here.

The areas are not comparable

We already talked about problems comparing circles

�There are actually even  more problems…



Interlude

• People tend to correctly estimate lengths

• They tend to underestimate areas and volumes.

– When asked to pick a circle that is two times the size of 

another most people would pick a circle ~1.8 times the 

size. This tendency gets worse with larger areas, and is 

worse in general for estimations of volumes.

http://makingmaps.net/2007/08/28/perceptual-scaling-of-map-symbols/







Could have done like this…

via xkcd



Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline & label your axes

• Avoid eye-candy

• Don’t make people compare areas when not 

necessary

• Provide legends



Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline & label your axes

• Avoid eye-candy

• Don’t make people compare areas when not 

necessary

• Provide legends

• Grids help but make them subtle (no black lines!)
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Chart Rules

• Provide a proper baseline & label your axes

• Avoid eye-candy

• Don’t make people compare areas when not 

necessary

• Provide legends

• Grids help but make them subtle (no black lines!)

• Many more…



SPATIAL VISUALIZATION 

TECHNIQUES



Heatmaps
Hotmap (Fisher, 2007)

http://hotmap.msresearch.us/



Heatmaps
Also work for non-spatial data

http://mbostock.github.com/protovis/ex/nba.html

top scorer in the NBA



HeatMap – Cloropleth Map

http://mbostock.github.com/protovis/ex/choropleth.html

Problems: If area is small, values are hard to read and color perception may be difficult



Remember to use good color – always!

P.S. This is not good use of color! http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:2004US_election_map.svg



Cartogram

Continuous cartogram (tries to optimize size constraints as much as possible)

from Wikipedia



Cartogram

http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/projects/Cartogram_Central/types.html

Size can be set easily but map shape and connectivity is lost



Cartogram

http://www.ncgia.ucsb.edu/projects/Cartogram_Central/types.html

Size comparison easier but map topology largely lost



GeoVis is its own field

Projections Movement in Space (here storms)

with many specific rep problems

Slingsby et al, 2010

Consult the specialized conferences and literature

for more information (too detailed for now)



MULTIVARIATE DATA

Visualization Techniques for



Scatterplot Matrices

• Regular scatterplot

– 2D position 

(2 data dimension)

– Size can encode 

additional dimension

– Color of circles can 

encode another 

dimension



• Hans Rosling TED Talk Video



Scatterplot Matrices

7-dimensional car dataset

correlation of 2 dimensions per

square



Interlude – interaction with ScatterDice



Star Plot / Spider Chart / Radar Chart

• In this case sharing similar scales

• But also works for different scales



Parallel Coordinates

• Extremely well researched method with many 

possibilities to fine-tune

http://mbostock.github.com/protovis/ex/cars.html



Parallel Coordinates



Tools to try them

• http://davis.wpi.edu/~xmdv/visualizations.html

• http://www2.research.att.com/areas/stat/xgobi/

• http://www.wallinfire.net/picviz/

• R: http://stat.ethz.ch/R-manual/R-

patched/library/MASS/html/parcoord.html

• Visualization Toolkits…

• http://www.kdnuggets.com/software/parallax.html

(from the „inventor“ – but not free)

Disclaimer: I haven’t tested any of them



Dense Pixel Displays



Dense Pixel Displays



Tabular Data Displays

• TableLens

Can do some

of this in

Excel now



Glyphs

Environment

Income

Jobs

Housing
Work-Life Balance

Safety

Life Satisfaction

Health

Governance

Education

Community
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People Garden

• Visualization technique for portraying on-line 

interaction environments (Virtual Communities)

• Provides both individual and societal views

• Utilizes garden and flower metaphors

Xiong and Donath

UIST ‘99

The following slides on PeopleGarden are adapted from John Stasko’s
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His/Her postings are represented as petals of the 

flower, arranged by time in a clockwise

Data Portrait:  Petals

Fundamental view of an individual
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• New posts are added to the right

• Slide everything back so it stays symmetric

• Each petal fades over time showing time since 
posting 

• A marked difference in saturation of adjacent petals 
denotes a gap in posting

Time of Posting

Data Portrait:  Postings
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Small circle drawn on top of a posting to represent

each follow-up response

Response to posting

Data Portrait:  Responses
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Color can represent original/reply

Here magenta is original post, blue is reply

Initial post vs. reply

Data Portrait:  Color
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Combine many

portraits to make a 

garden

Message board with

1200 postings over

2 months

Each flower is a

different user

Height indicates length

of time at the board

Garden
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Interpreting Displays

Group with one dominating

person
More democratic group



Chernoff Faces

• eyes, ears, mouth and nose represent values of the variables 

by their shape, size, placement and orientation

• Based on the idea that we are very very good at recognizing 

facial expression

Chernoff 1973





WE PROBABLY NEED A BREAK?

Many more exist but…



TEMPORAL DATA

Visualization Techniques for



Charts

• Focus+Context Chart

ProtoVis Example

http://vis.stanford.edu/protovis/ex/zoom.html



NYTimes
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2009/06/25/arts/0625-jackson-

graphic.html



Log Scales

• If timescale too large to fit in one view

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/timelines.html#hyperhistory

Logarithmic



Reverse Square-Root Scale

http://www.math.yorku.ca/SCS/Gallery/images/timelines/milecatline.jpg



ThemeRiver

• Topic layered on top of each other around central line

Havre et al., 2002



StreamGraph

http://www.neoformix.com/Projects/TwitterStreamGraphs/view.php



StreamGraph



HistoryFlow

Viegas et al., 2004



HistoryFlow

Viegas et al., 2004



LifeFlow

Wang et al., 2011http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/lifeflow/



TimeSearcher

Download running version here: http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/timesearcher/



Narrative Chart

xkcd



GRAPHS

Visualization Techniques for



Graphs

• Represent relationships among data

• Consist of nodes and edges

• Graph Drawing is a big research area in infovis

– has its own conferences
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InfoVis Co-authoring (K. Börner et al.)

The following slides on graphs vs. matrices adapted from Jean-Daniel Fekete
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Generally, after loading…



“dummy” force-directed layout of my co-authorship network



Same data using LinLog Layout – a specialized layout for social networks



Graph Drawing Criteria

Battista, 1999



Approaches to Graph Layout

• Direct layout calculation using graph structure

– Tree layout on spanning tree

– Hierarchical layout

– Adjacency matrix layout

• Optimization-based layout

– Constraint satisfaction

– Force-directed layout

• Attribute-driven layout

– Layout using data attributes, not linkage



Spanning-Tree Layout

• Many graphs are tree-like or have useful spanning 

trees

– Websites, Social Networks

http://jung.sourceforge.net/applet/mstdemo.html



Alternative: Matrix Representation
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Matrix Visualization

?

?



Visual Patterns with Ordered Matrices

 



July 6, 2011
Nathalie Henry

Exploring Social Networks with Matrix-Based 

Representations

243

Explore

Communicate



User Study

• Tasks related to the overview

– Number of vertices

– Number of arcs

• Tasks related to graph elements

– Finding an element (vertex, link)

– Finding the most connected vertex (central actor, pivot, hub)

– Finding a common neighbor

– Finding a path

• Random graphs (3 sizes & 3 densities)

• 2 representations: Node-Link + Matrix



User Study
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Completion time for the 7 tasks, 3 densities and 2 representations 

(Node-Link in blue, Matrix in red)



User Study

Reference:
Mohammad Ghoniem, Jean-Daniel Fekete and  

Philippe Castagliola Readability of Graphs Using Node-

Link and Matrix-Based Representations: Controlled 

Experiment and Statistical Analysis, Information 

Visualization Journal, 4(2), Palgrave Macmillan, 2005, 

pp. 114-135. 

Results:

• Node-link diagrams are 
preferable for small sparse 
graphs (20 vertices)

• Matrices are more readable 
wrt dense graphs and 
medium/large graphs ( > 20 
vertices) wrt the selected 
tasks, except path finding



• Usable without reordering

• No node overlapping

No edge crossing
� Readable for dense graphs

• Fast navigation

• Fast manipulation
� Usable interactively

• More readable for some tasks

• Less familiar

• Use more space

• Weak for path following tasks

• Familiar

• Compact

• More readable for path following

• More effective for small graphs

• More effective for sparse graphs

• Useless without layout

• Node overlapping

Edge crossing 
� Not readable for dense graphs

• Manipulation requires layout 
computation

+

-

Matrix vs. NodeLink



MatrixExplorer [Henry&Fekete06]

Combined representation

• Matrices to explore

• Node-Link diagrams to present findings



NodeTrix [Henry et al.07]

Hybrid representation

• Designed for small-world 

networks

– Globally sparse

– Locally dense

• Visualizing dense sub-

graphs as matrices

• Interact to create, edit 

and remove the matrices



Visual Patterns

Infovis Coauthorship (133 actors)





Video on NodeTrix

http://www.lri.fr/~nhenry/nodetrix/NodeTrix_h264.mov



Force-Directed Layout

• Edges = springs

• Nodes = charged particles

• Repeatedly calculate forces, update node positions

http://mbostock.github.com/d3/ex/force.html



Attribute-Driven Layout

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/nvss/



And finally…



HIERARCHICAL DATA

Visualization Techniques for



Node-Link Layout

• The traditional approach

• Pick a layout algorithm

• Draw a rooted tree

• Well known layout algorithm:

Reingold-Tilford

• Many more exist which try to balance a number of 

aesthetic criteria





TreeMap

• Space-filling

• Free tool here: 

http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/treemap/



TreeMap

A



TreeMap

B C



TreeMap

H

J

D

E

F



TreeMap

H

J

D

F

G



http://www.smartmoney.com/map-of-the-market/



Treemap of a million items: http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/VisuMillion/



TreeRing



Hyperbolic Tree

Poincaré Disk -> Lay out a tree on this space

Advantage: Tree will definitely fit in view! (clever!) But nodes quite squished near edge



Geneaquilts

http://www.aviz.fr/geneaquilts/



INTERACTION

Last but not Least!



Interaction Techniques

• Select – mark something as interesting

• Explore – show me something else

• Reconfigure – show me a different arrangement

• Encode – show me a different representation

• Abstract/Elaborate – more or less detail

• Filter – show me something conditionally

• Connect – show me related items

After [Yi et al., InfoVis 2007]

Based on user intent



Selection

• Mark something as interesting

• Often combined with other techniques



Selection

[Munzner et al, 2003]http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~tmm/papers/tj/



Explore

• Show me something else

• Examine subset of data cases (view-based)

– E.g. Panning (move viewpoint across representation)

– E.g. Direct Walk (move viewing focus through clicks)



Explore

[www.visualthesaurus.com]
VisualThesaurus.avi



Reconfigure

• Show a different arrangement

– Move data items to 

• Enable better comparison

• Avoid occlusion

• Correspond to some mental model of the data

Cone Trees Table Lens

[Robertson et al., 1991] [Rao & Card, 1995]



Reconfigure

[ParallelSets - Bendix et al., 2005]



Reconfigure

TreeJuxtaposer Video



Encode

• Show a different:

– Representation Type

– Visual appearance: Colour, Size, Shape,…



Encode

• Animation is important!

[DynaVis - Heer & Robertson, 2007]http://vis.berkeley.edu/papers/animated_transitions/



Abstract/Elaborate

• Show me more or less detail

– Adjust level of abstraction

– Detail-on-demand

– Zooming (as long as representation isn’t fundamentally altered)

Warning: Not every technique belongs to

just one category.



Abstract/Elaborate

Slides by Petra Isenberg



Filter

• Show subset of data based on condition

– E.g. by selecting a data range

[AlphaSlider; Ahlberg & Shneiderman, 1993]



Filter

Remember the Range Sliders in this video



Connect

• Show related items

– E.g. brushing

Single view

[Heer&boyd, InfoVis ‘05]

Multiple view

[Spotfire]



Connect

Which video previously showed a connect interaction?



Exercise & Discussion

Magic Lenses
[Bier et al., 1995]



Exercise & Discussion

Select

Explore

Reconfigure

Encode

Abstract/Elaborate

Filter

Connect

Toolglass & Magic Lenses

[Bier et al., 1995]



Part II

When & Where to interact



Spence’s Infovis Model

Raw
Data

Selection Representation Presentation

Interaction

Adapted from [Spence, 2000]



Spence’s Infovis Model

Raw
Data

Selection Representation Presentation

Interaction

Adapted from [Spence, 2000]

Focus on the “data” that is interacted with



Visual Information Seeking Mantra

Describes the order of interaction operations

pictures from www.b-eye-network.com

[Shneiderman, 1996]



Visual Information Seeking Mantra

Describes the order of interaction operations

[Shneiderman, 1996]

pictures from www.b-eye-network.com



Visual Information Seeking Mantra

Describes the order of interaction operations

[Shneiderman, 1996]

pictures from www.b-eye-network.com



Visual Information Seeking Mantra

Describes the order of interaction operations

[Shneiderman, 1996]

pictures from www.b-eye-network.com



Visual Information Seeking Mantra

Describes the order of interaction operations

• Overview first

• Zoom & filter

• Details on demand

� useful for many (but not all) infovis applications

[Shneiderman, 1996]



Knowledge Precepts

Problem: How to adequately support decision making?

� More than simple queries needed!

[Amar & Stasko, 2005]

World-view Gap

Rationale Gap

What is shown != what needs to be shown

Deliver confidence to make a decision

Complex decision-making

Learning a domain

Identify the nature of trends Predict the future



Knowledge Precepts

• World-view based precepts

– Provide facilities to create, acquire, transfer knowledge 

about important domain parameters or

– Provide support for discovery of multivariate explanations

– Facilitate hypothesis testing

• Rationale-based precepts

– Expose uncertainty

– Concretize relationships

– Expose cause & effect



Knowledge Crystallization Cycle

Focuses on process of knowledge extraction

[Card et al., 1999]



The Analytic Reasoning Process

[Illuminating the Path]



Sense-Making Loop

For some types of intelligence analysts

[Illuminating the Path]



HOW CAN I START…??

We’re out of time? Yes, this is the end. No, then…



INFOVISTOOLKITS



Web-based, open-source

• d3 (javascript-based)

http://mbostock.github.com/d3/



Open-source



Mostly Sci-Vis



http://thejit.org/





Java-based



Piccolo



ManyEyes (but not really a “toolkit”)



R

• Stats software

• Lots of data vis/plots packages



Google Charts API



Graph Vis Library



Many More

• …



My sage advice

• Learn about your data

• Be creative & have fun building your own vis

• Build on what exists but also modify to adjust to 

your own data

• Do not neglect interaction

• Please choose good colors

Permutations of 255,0,0 hardly ever look good!

• Be critical about visualizations you see!



Today We Covered

• Basics of Visualization

– What is InfoVis

– How do you generate an infovis

– What are the basic building blocks

• Overview of Visualization Techniques

– For a variety of datasets

– Interaction

– Toolkits
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